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Concert gets out of hand
at annual Vet’s Hall bash
By Alison Skratt
S taff W riter

Poor organization plagued
SAE’s annual Red Party Friday,
leaving many stranded outside,
unable to even try and cope with
the crowd inside.
As many as 200 people piled up
outside the Veteran’s Hall, try
ing to see the Untouchables.
Tami Martin waited in line to
get in for two hours, and then
decided to leave. “ It wasn’t
worth it,” she said. “ There was
kind of a line at first, then
everybody rushed to the door,
leaving my friend and 1 in the
back.”
Kristy Duncan was on the
guest list and waited an hour to
get in.
“ The actual show was really
good,” she said, “ but the crowd
outside was a mess.”

According to Duncan, a packed
crowd inside, along with violent
slam dancing and poor ventila
tion, were all signs that the event
“ was not well organized at all.”
“ The building was too small to
hold an Untouchables crowd,”
she said.
“ It was so hot in there that the
walls were dripping water from
the condensation,” Duncan said.
“ I was just getting shoved from
one end of the hall to the other.”
“ The crowd was a little wild,”
said Jason Cress, last year’s Red
Party chairman. “ But the band
went over really well.”
SAE was required to hire Five
Cities Security Services to watch
the party. But they also had
about 50 fraternity brothers and
20 local bouncers to help with
crowd control.
“ It was a bad situation,” said
Alec Little, member of the open

ing band Rhythm Akimbo and
SAE member. “ The organizers
didn’t have much experience in
crowd control.”
K.C. Bowman, Rhythm Akim
bo leader, agreed. “ It turned oui
all right. But it could ha\o come
off so much better. It’s kind of
unfortunate.”
Bowman also faulted the secu
rity at the show. Tables were sei
on their sides in from of the
stage as barricades, he said.
“ Picnic tables and 15 SAF
brothers aren’t going to hold
1,500 people surging toward ihc
stage. It’s silly to expect people
to stay 50 feet in front of ihe
stage (with the barricade).”
Members of the Untouchables
were unavailable for comment at
press time.
Rhythm
Akimbo’s perfor
mance was stopped twice by
See RED, page 10

Senators: It won’t work

Plus/minus grading under fire
By Alison Skratt
Staff W riter

Pole vaulter Steve Toney clears his jump Saturday in a meet
against Cal Poly Pomona and Cal State Bakersfield. Toney is
one of four Cal Poly vauiters to qualify for nationals.

Baker says resources
scarce at universities
By Lawrence Anton
Staff W riter

As the year 2000 approaches,
Cal Poly faces some tough deci
sions.
CSU Chancellor W. Ann
Reynolds has asked the universi
ty to look into increasing enroll
ment by the year 2000 and a
state law has placed limits on
funding for higher education,
making resources scarce.
Above all else. Cal Poly Presi
dent Warren Baker said during a
recent interview, the administra
tion remains committed to pro
viding students with a quality
education.
“ We should not expand if we
cannot maintain the quality,” he
said. “ The quality of our educa
tional program ... is the most
significant factor that we have to
consider.”
At the President’s Council in
February, the chancellor asked
Cal Poly and four other univer
sities to consider increasing
enrollment to accept their share
of projected CSU growth. Be
tween 1994 and the year 2000,

CSU enrollment is expected to
grow about 12 percent.
Baker said 12-perceni growth
would mean about 2,000 addi
tional students. “ So whate\'er
we’re talking about, we’re not
talking about a huge increase,”
he said.
But new classrooms, faculty
offices and parking lots would
need to be planned and con
structed to accommodate more
students because current facili
ties — the new Agricultural
Science Building and the propos
ed business building addition in
cluded — were designed to han
dle only 15,000 full-time stu
dents, which is the university’s
projected enrollment for 1994.
“ Any increase we would want
to entertain would be predicated
on receiving adequate facilities,”
Baker said.
With a finite amount of space
available for growth in the cam
pus core, competition for land
could become an important issue
when considering sites for future
construction. Dean Lark P.
C arter of the School of
See BAKER, page 10

The capability of Cal Poly’s
new computer system, OASIS, to
change the university’s grading
system to plus/minus has pro
mpted two student senators to
write a resolution condemning
the modification.
Apparently the idea of chang
ing Cal Poly’s grading system is
not a new one. The administra
tion first proposed it in 1982. The
Academic Senate even recom
mended it as superior to the
present system before it was
discovered that the computers of
the time could not accommodate
the switchover.
A fte r th e te c h n o lo g ic a l
obstacle was detected, the mat
ter was dropped. However, now
that OASIS has the capability,
the issue has returned.
„But School of Agriculture
Senator Ricardo Echeverria and
School of Business Senator
Nelson Chen don’t think the
system should be altered, and

they’ve written a resolution ex
pressing their views.
Resolution
88-12
strongly
recommends that the Academic
Senate re-evaluate their decision
regarding plus/minus grading
and that the administration not
implement it.
It will be introduced at Wed
nesday’s meeting and will be
voted on in three weeks.
An older Student Senate reso
lution, passed in 1982, that op
posed the change is used in the
new resolution to give evidence
of past disagreement.
However,
the resolution’s
strongest defense is its discus
sion of the 1.7 GPA.
It cites the Academic Senate’s
old recommendation of a 1.7
GPA equalling a C-, or passing
grade. However, a 1.7 is also
grounds for academic probation,
and/or possible dismissal from
the university.
Also, a student who received a
C-, or passing grade, in a course
would not be allowed to retake
the class “ even though a 1.7 is

below the satisfactory grade
point standard of 2.0.”
According to Echeverria, “ the
adm inistration
is the
key.
They’re the actual decision
making source.”
If refuted by the Student and
Academic senates, the plus/
minus system could still be im
plemented by the administration,
because the senates’ decisions
are only recommendations.
“ It’s a double-edged sword,”
said Academic Senate Chair
Charlie Crabb. It depends on if
the student is above or below the
straight grade.
“ 1 think the GPAs won’t really
change,” he said, because of stu
dents’ fluctuations above and
below a straight grade.
“ Most cases aren’t really
borderline,” said Chen. “ The
chances that you’ll need the add
ed plus/minus are very slim.”
Chen also added that with the
new system m ost p eo p le
wouldn’t get A’s. The A grade
would be moved up to the 95
See GRADES, page 10

Senate seeks effective evaluations
Resolution option that standardizes
faculty critiques not recommended
By Alison Skratt
Staff Writer

The Academic Senate’s instruction committee
has drawn up six resolutions in response to a
report on how to measure effectiveness of instruc
tion, one of which supports the optional use of the
Student Senate’s recommended faculty evaluation
system.
The resolution strongly recommends that the
Student Instructional Report (SIR) be used op
tionally “ in a complementary fashion with the cur
rent evaluation system in order to provide faculty
with confidential constructive feedback of
classroom performance.”
Having the instructors be the only ones who see
the evaluations is a key part of getting the faculty
to accept the idea, said Academic Senate Chair
Charlie Crabb.
The SIR is a system of evaluation put out by the
Educational Testing Services, the same organiza
tion that runs the SAT and LSAT. The evaluation

consists of 50 questions that rate the iiisiructoi vii
a one-to-five scale and an optional section lo \sriic
one’s own comments. The estimated cost per usage
is $29,300.
The SIR would only be used during a quarter
when the instructor was not using the departmeni
evaluations that are now being used.
All but one of the six resolutions were approved
by the committee, and they will all go before the
Academic Senate in spring quarter for a vote.
The other resolutions that were approved by the
committee dealt with surveying Cal Poly graduates
See EVALUATIONS, page 3

page 2
Ulterior motives
Columnist Jeff Kelly explores America’s fas
cination with the Church of Big Science, and
why Regan’s sitting on the front pew .
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Library needs less
mess, more concern
W i , h the recent prominent posting of anti-consumption
signs in our Kennedy Library, it is clear that the majority of
students cannot be trusted to care for valuable books.
The library boasts an enormous amount of free resource
material that is not conveniently available anywhere else in
the area. Yet many students seem to treat this resource as
their private oasis for snacktime studying. With backpacks
full of goodies, they climb the stairs and fill the pages with
crumbs and coffee stains. They leave small mountains of
garbage and even more crumbs behind for others to enjoy.
And they get upset when they are told to do their snacking
outside the library.
If food and drink were allowed to run wild throughout the
library, the deterioration of our volumes would be quick and
certain. The privilege would be as abused as the rules are to
day. We would begin to feed openly and sloppily during our
studies, without fear of retribution or care for the damage
done. Just how hard is it, anyway, to take a few minutes
away from the books to snack?
Actually, most of us are responsible in our library lunching,
but crumbs and messes are unvoidable. Therefore, we need a
place inside the library to relax away from the books and do
our munching or have that important cup of java. A place
where nourishing ourselves would be legal and unfettered by
the heavy-handed fear of retribution, where books would not
be threatened by the inevitable upper-level snackers. Such a
place might be the reserve room, which is already blessed
with an informal and even raucous atmosphere.
We need to save our books, the bastion of historic per
manence itself. But we also need to consume at odd moments,
so why not compromise?

Letters to the editorsupposed to be broadening our
A p a th y robs coast
perspective, not just trying to
through with an attitude of
“ looking out for number one.”
the future
Our generation will have to
K dilor:

Any questions?
The class sits in silence, clearly
too tired at this hour of the mor
ning to ask anything.
The instructor waits a few se
conds for a student to show at
least some sort of interest and
ask a question, or at least offer
an opinion. But none do and the
instructor goes.
This is the scene in one of my
classes, but 1 see it in most. It’s
apathy. I sit and wonder what
kind of generation 1 belong to.
It seems most of us are in col
lege to put in the time and get
out as easy as possible so we can
buy our futures. A degree merely
becomes a stepping stone to ma
terialistic isolationism. Granted,
we need to work to live, but while
in college I thought we were

confront major socio/political/
economic problems in the future
and I’m wondering if we’ll be
honestly prepared. We need some
interest in world affairs to at
least partially understand these
problems when they occur.
I’m not saying all this is the
student’s fault, this apathy.
Every generation seems to pass
on this attitude that the future
generation will do something. We
are the future. Teachers too have
a part. Many that I’ve seen are
like tape recorders — they walk
into a class, talk in monotone for
an hour, and then they turn off.
All with the enthusiasm of a
rock. How do they expect us as
students to get interested in
what they are teaching when
they barely care?
It seems we’re missing some

ThSMimry
ATHeiSTic saeNTióT
pRePARe5 w (five HiMseu^

n the past decade, the word “ technology” has
been exalted with the prefix “ high,” as in “ God
on High” or “ High Heaven.” The phrase “ High
Tech” has outgrown its original role as a Madison
Avenue sales gimmick and become a national
mantra, exalting all that it touches.
We don’t use gasoline anymore, the car of the
eighties runs on “ Techroline or “ SU 2000.” I can
still remember a TV ad
u
for High Tech orange
juice, whose oranges
were supposedly superior
b e c a u se
th ey
w ere
selected by computer.
W h en ev er
M ad iso n
Avenue really wants you
to
b eliev e
th e
d em o n stratio n y o u ’re
seeing on television, they
invariably trot out a man
in a white lab coat ... a
Scientist, a High Priest
of Objectivity and Truth.
A fter all, who can
distrust someone in a
white lab coat?
The Church of Big Science uses a number of fear
tactics to get its way. A generation of parents has
rushed out and bought home computers, driven by
advertising that declares that Tomorrow will leave
their children behind. Remember the TV commer
cial with the fat kid who came home from college
on the train? If the masses balk at supporting
multi-billion dollar government research projects,
the priests of Big Science will cast their arms
heavenward and invoke the great black god of
Because The Russians Are Working On It Too. It
works most every time.
Sitting in the front pew of the Church of Big
Science is our president. Mr. Reagan’s gaze is fixed
upon the scientist at the pulpit, his mouth is wide
open in reverent awe and spittle runs down his
chin. He nods approvingly throughout the sermon,
prepared to grant every request, no matter how
expensive.
A few years ago, in a bizarre addendum to a
routine televised speech, Reagan tossed Star Wars
out to a baffled American public. He called it the
High Frontier, a title that neatly combines God,
adventure, and heroic American legend. A hugely
expensive proposal, no matter how ridiculous,
takes on a life of its own once the Pentagon gets
ahold of it, and Star Wars is no exception. Yes, the
scientific community now concedes, perhaps the
President was “ oversold” on Star Wars. But it’s

I

too late now — the Frankenstein has been born and
he’s stomping around for taxpayer dollars.
The Strategic Defense Initiative is really nothing
more than a huge welfare check for the aerospace
industry, whose final amount is completely openended. It will cost exactly as much as the Pentagon
can squeeze out of Congress. Meanwhile, the na
tional debt multiplies, our economy loses more
ground to other nations
every year, and the
AIDS epidemic continues
in an atmosphere of
complete inaction by the
Je ff
federal government.

Kelly

But reality has never
been a problem for
Ronald Reagan, who
takes his cues from The
Great Teleprompter in
the Sky. Determined to
outdo John Kennedy’s
space legacy at any cost,
in addition to SDÌ,
Reagan has called for a
$13 billion space station
and endorsed the Super Collidor, a huge new parti
cle accelerator. If federal money is so readily
available, perhaps the Reagan administration could
throw a little at the victims of technology, such as
the Agent Orange Veterans, the Atomic Veterans
and all of us living downwind from Casmalia.
The Super Collidor is supposed to cost $6 billion,
but problems with the proposed superconducting
technology could easily double that. It collides
head on with the budgetary realities of our age. It
is not a great benificent instrument of knowledge,
but, like SDÌ (to which it is linked), it is an enor
mous political plum dripping with money, jobs and
political patronage for the lucky state that gets it.
Governors across the nation are fighting like
female mud wrestlers to land it.
At the risk of being burned at the stake of heresy
for questioning the Church of Big Science, I would
like to speak on behalf of the taxpayer.We are the
fellaheen who keep the Pentagon/Science
establishment going, carrying it on our backs white
it decides its own budget needs. With the nation
awash in debt, the Space Station, SDÌ, and Super
Collidor must be justified in terms of real benefits
to the majority of the American people. Will they
make us richer? Will they fight communism in
Central America? Vague generalizations about
scientific advancement and national security are no
longer enough. These toys are getting too expensive.

...

thing in the college educational
process: genuine interest. Yes,
there are teachers and students
who are exceptional, but why
should they be? Shouldn’t en
thusiasm for learning be univer
sal? The issues and dilemmas
that confront us as human be
ings demand understanding. If
we’re in college merely for a
degree so we can get a “ good”
job, we are cheating ourselves
out of a rich life of knowledge
that will unlock the doors to
more than just our materialistic
future.
— Steve Harmon

In v o lv em en t
app reciated
Editor:
The English club and the Cal
Poly chapter of Sigma Tau Delta,
the national English honor socie-

f>y B e r k e B r e a th e d

BLOOM C O U N T Y
HUMANISTIC, HAPONAUSTIC,

Public poverty is hidden
under a white lab coat

Aums TN>tmio

oven TO AN ANNUAL
SPRIN0VM6 MOMENT OF

ty, extend our utmost gratitude
to professor Roger Kenvin, who
donated hours of service and
resources on behalf of our
dramatic reading presentation
during Liberal Arts Week.
When asked to be a consultant
for our dramatic reading of Wit
and Science, professor Kenvin
not only agreed to help, he in fact
became the group’s motivating
force. Professor Kenvin advised
us on characterization, blocking
and costumes. In addition, not
only did he attend all of our
evening and weekend rehearsals,
he arranged a room on campus
where we could meet. Further
more, professor Kenvin edited,
typed, copied and rebound the
original script and distributed
them to the cast, saving us con
siderable expense and trouble.
Thus, let professor Kenvin be
seen as an ideal model for full
faculty involvement and support
of student activities. Unfortu
nately for all of us. Dr. Kenvin is

retiring after winter quarter. We
challenge all Cal Poly faculty to
cooperate with students to the
extent that Roger Kenvin did.
— Ward Angles
Sigma Upsilon

A rt o v erd o se
Editor:
My peeve is about your news
paper artist. Grant Shaffer. I’ve
been reading Mustang Daily
regularly for the two years that
I’ve been attending Poly. In that
period of time I have received
enough doses of Grant Shaffer
art to last a lifetime, many times
five times in a single Daily]
I must admit that 1 think some
of Shaffer’s work is very good ...
but how about some variety?
Guest artists? I’m sure there are
plenty of sketchers here on cam
pus willing to draw the next
Woodstock’s ad.
— A.R. Warshaw
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Fergie, Andrew hit California
to promote British trade, art

Parties battle to pass Contra
aid rival plans in Congress

Noriega denounces president;
Delvalle flees house on foot

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Britain’s Prince Andrew and
his wife Sarah were warmly welcomed by dignitaries,
entertained by children and cheered by crowds Saturday
as they began the official duties of a 10-day California
visit to promote British trade and art.
The duchess got the City Hall ceremony off to a
light-hearted start by topping off her black-and-white
outfit with a hat sporting the inch-high white letters LA
sticking out on wires from the back.
Prince Andrew, in a gray suit and tie and a pastel
green shirt, gave a short speech in the City Council
chambers which stressed the three-month UK-LA ’88
Festival of cultural and business exchanges between the
two nations, along with the joint U.S.-British efforts to
maintain peace in the world.
Noting that he and his wife will visit the aircraft car
rier USS Nimitz at sea, the prince said:
“ For us, our visit to one of your ships will remind us of
those many parts of the world in Central Europe, in the
Persian Gulf and elsewhere in which your armed forces
and ours stand side by side in common defense or our
shared democratic values.’’

WASHINGTON (AP) — Congress faces a confusing
choice this week between two rival versions of a plan to
help the Nicaraguan rebels.
A vote is scheduled for Thursday to decide whether
the U.S.-backed Contras will get an aid package drafted
by House Democrats, a similar one drawn up by House
Republicans, or nothing at all.
Current authority to aid the Contras expires at mid
night Monday, and the rebels are said to be rapidly run
ning out of items like food, clothing and medicine that
the new aid plans would provide.
Both versions of the new aid package would keep
non-lethal supplies flowing to the rebels at their posi
tions inside Nicaraguan territory. Neither would provide
new weapons. And both would set up a $14 million pro
gram to help war-injured children on all sides of the con
flict.
But while similar in what they would do for the rebels
in the short term, the two versions set starkly different
ground rules for an impending rematch between the
Reagan administration and the Democratic Congress
over military aid for the rebels.

Though still displaying a jovial nature, the prince was
more restrained than he was during his visit to Los
Angeles four years ago. While visiting a housing project
he playfully sprayed paint on accompanying reporters.

The Democratic version, which House leaders say they
are confident will pass, holds out the possbility that a
new military aid package could be considered sometime
after June 1.

PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) — Deposed President
Eric Arturo Delvalle fled from his house on foot hours
after government agents warned him to get out of the
country, his brother-in-law said Saturday.
“ Delvalle left the house to protect himself,’’ Raul Dia/,
the brother-in-law, told reporters. He declined to say
where the former president was.
Diaz said the former president had slipped away on
foot to avoid arrest and deportation by military
strongman Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega.
Noreiga engineered Delvalle’s ouster after Delvalle
called on Noriega to resign Thursday. Noriega had been
indicted in the United States on drug charges.
Soldiers came to Delvalle’s house at 8 a.m. Saturday
and were met at the door by Delvalle’s wife, Mariela.
While the soldiers were telling her they wanted to take
Delvalle, the president escaped out a back door, accor
ding to U.S. officials in Washington.
State Department sources, speaking on condition of
anonymity, confirmed Delvalle’s departure and said he
had been in telephone contact with U.S. Ambassador
Arthur Davis in Panama City and that his children and
grandchildren were at that American embassy.
Noriega is expected to file criminal charges against the
deposed president, who is still recognized by the United
States.

EVALUATIONS
From page 1
and their employers for useful
information, encouraging com
mon final exams when possible,
providing
opportunities
for
faculty to improve testing in
struments and officially en-.
couraging distribution of syllabi

in all classes.
The one that was rejected dealt
with standarizing testing in
struments for students.
It called for “ all student
evaluation instruments to in
clude: a quantifiable element, a
significant percentage that is

common across the school or
university, some means of
evaluating the internal con
sistency and responsibility of the
respondents and some means of
correlating it with peer evalua
tions.’’
In an added comment on the

resolution, the committee said,
“ It is not terribly important that
the present evaluation forms are
not standard. Each department/
school should seek to improve
the form it uses, but not neces
sarily along standardized lines.
The committee agrees with

having some means of internal
consistency and responsibility of
the respondents, but believes
that correlating it with peer
evaluations is impossible to
achieve.”
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W om en’s Week concludes

Soviet, American women share element of powerlessness
By Joan M. Halpin
Staff Writer

People are basically the same
all over the world, said a Cal Poly
professor of Russian studies.
No matter what the political
and cultural differences are, sim
ilarities between people across
the North Atlantic Ocean are

r,\V

remarkable, said Bianca Rosen
thal of the foreign language
department, during a Women’s
Week speech titled “ Women in
theU.S.S.R.”
Along with the lecture, the
award-winning foreign film,
“ Moscow Does Not Believe in
Tears,’’ was shown. Rosenthal
said except for the subtitles,
Americans would find
W
it difficult to tell the
d ifferen ce between
many of the Soviet’s
day-to-day experiences
than and their own.
Although alcohol,
teen-age pregnancy,
female oppression, and
food, clothing, and
shelters were some of
the Soviets’ major
problems shown in the
film, many Americans
would testify to hav
ing the same concerns,
said Rosenthal.
Rosenthal pointed
out some of the ste
reotypes in the movie
were exaggerated, but
did find a common
thread in the lifestyles
of women in both
countries.
Women from the

Soviet Union and the United
States share the same thread of
powerlessness, she said. Even
though Soviet women have what
American women strive for —
equal rights under the Constitu
tion — it is not upheld in prac
tice, Rosenthal said.
In the U.S.S.R., the majority
of women work outside the home,
said Rosenthal, but also handle
the domestic responsibilities.
According to “ Women and
Russia,’’ a book on feminist writ
ing, the U.S.S.R. has the highest
female labor force in any modern
in d u stria l society.
Women
dominate the medical, law and
engineering fields but also work
in agriculture, construction and
other heavy labor positions.
Although women dominate the
medical fields, doctors in the
U.S.S.R. do not carry status and
are considered as ghetto workers
who are sponsored by the gov
ernment, said Rosenthal. Space
exploration, defense and higher
education are some of the
Soviets’ priorities.
A clip from the film showed a
woman factory worker getting
her engineering degree and being
promoted to the director of the
same factory. Rosenthal said this
promotion was unlikely because
top executive positions are

usually held for male members of
the Communist Party, the Soviet
Union’s only political party. The
U.S.S.R. is considered an atheist
state and only 6 percent of the
population — the elite — are af
filiated with the Party.
Oppression of women in a
patriarchal society is seen in a
Soviet phrase that still circulates
today: “ If the wife works and
makes more money it will ruin
the family.’’
Domestic chores, like grocery
shopping, are considered the
Soviet woman’s responsibility.
But unlike the United States,
supermarkets are rare and
customers have to stand in many
lines to purchase, pay and receive
their goods. Meat is rare and
shopping includes separate trips
to the bakery, dairy, fruit and
vegetable stores. Men stand in
lines for alcoholic beverages.
Other social concerns, like
birth control methods, were ig
nored, especially after World
War II when 20 percent of the
Russian population were killed.
Today Soviet contraception is
abortion and the average Soviet
woman has had eight abortions.
“ They just don’t make women a
priority,’’ said Rosenthal.

Bianca Rosenthal

“ Free a woman from the kitch
en and you will give her the
freedom of a silly hand,’’ said
Rosenthal, quoting another pop
ular Soviet phrase.
Although women have the
responsibilities of working out
side the home, they are also sup
posed to stay female, gentle and
weak, said Rosenthal. After the
revolution, the Russian leader
Lenin publicly announced he
supported the woman’s move
ment and believed women had
equal rights in regards to the
family and state. But his ideas
were never implemented. And it
was here, after the revolution
that the popular Russian phrase
changed to, “ the kitchen would
belong to anyone who wants to
eat.’’ said Rosenthal.
“ Russian women who are
liberated look for romantic love,’’
she said, but added marriage is
officially supported by the
U.S.S.R.
Rosenthal admits some parts
of the film idealize men, especial
ly in the scene where the man
cooks dinner for his girlfriend
and her daughter. Although this
may happen, Rosenthal said, it
was a novelty.
Although the Soviet Union and
the United States have similar
concerns on many issues,
economics is not one on them.
See W O M E N , page 11

WANTED
SALE

DAYS

MORE PEOPLE LIKE THIS

FIRST

“Selling an apartment or office building seemed very intimidating when First Union Investment
Corp. presented the of^mrtunity on campus in 1985. / was interested because o f the big dollar
fxdential.”}on Tucker (right)
“Directly out o f college I went to u>orkfo r a big company. I resigned after one year because the
jo b ¡wesented no challenge. / joined First Union because they offered good training and an
income which I could control. Everything they promised happened!" Don Lonsinger (left)
At First Union Investment Corp., we broker investment property such as apartments, office buildings and
shopping centers. Putting buyers and sellers together is tough and takes a tenacity, creativity and desire that
few possess.
Don and Jon in a little more than two years have earned over $250,000 each. They will tell you it wasn’t easy
but well worth that extra effort.
We will be on campus Wednesday, March 2, in Room 236 of Building 21 at 7:00 p.m., to tell our story. If you
are aggressive and looking for an opportunity to operate in the big leagues, then come see what we are all
about. Contact the placement office for more details.

DAYS IN
MARCH
3C ON ALL
8 'A x 1 1 ,2 0 *

W H ITE COPIES
MARCH 1 , 2 , & 3

First Union Investment Corp.
INCOME PROPERTY BROKERAGE
101 Metro Drive, Suite 100 • San Jose, CA 95110 • (408) 437-0200
100 Spear Street, Suite 200 • San Francisco, CA 94105 • (415) 957-1900
We take g o o d people, tra in them well a n d m anage them to success.
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775 FOOTHILL BLVD.
SAN LUIS OBISPO
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★ HOURS ★
M-Th 8:30 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Fri 8:30 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Sat 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
.
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Poly falls to Riverside; finishes in second place
By Floyd Jones
Daily Correspondent

RIVERSIDE — So it wasn’t
the most important game of the
season. So both teams weren’t
fighting for a ticket into the
California Collegiate Athletic
Association Tournament. But
you’d never have known it by
watching this game.
Whether it was an illusion
caused by U.C. Riverside’s
claustrophobic breadbox gym,
the loudspeaker’s late-game an
nouncement, or the fact that it
was the last game of the regular
season — something made head
coach Steve Reason and his

Mustangs smell blood.
Trouble was, the Highlanders
smelled it too, and slowly tore
the victory carcass from the
Mustangs with a 69-58 win
Saturday night.
With that win. Riverside
shares the CCAA title with Cal
State Bakersfield, ending the
Mustangs’ two-year reign at the
top. The Mustangs finished se
cond at 9-5.
Bakersfield, which gets the
No. 1 seed in the CCAA Tour
nament and will host the event,
will face Cal State Northridge in
the first round Friday. No. 3 seed
Cal Poly and No. 2 Riverside will
have a rematch in the other half

of the draw. The winners play in
the final Saturday.
Bakersfield had the best record
going into Saturday’s games.
But Bakersfield lost to Pomona,

MEN’S HOOPS
meaning the winner of the Cal
Poly-Riverside game would tie
Bakersfield for first place.
In the first few minutes, scor
ing went tit for tat, but halfway
through the period the Mustangs
pulled away to lead, 23-17. The
Highlanders answered with two
outside shots to come within one,
but then it was Mark Otta time.
No, not a three-pointer. An inside

SCOREBOARD

move. A BIG inside move, on
which the senior guard drew a
foul. He sank the freethrow to
cap a three-point play.
Even though Otta scored a
very quiet team-high 13 points,
it’s awfully hard to miss a bull in
the paint — especially when he’s
only 6-2. Otta’s newfound play
inside the key was indicative of
how hard the Mustangs were go
ing to play.
Every Mustang to hit the floor
played ferociously, not the least
of whom was senior guard Jeff
Gray, who ripped down nine re
bounds and dished off six assists.
With four minutes left in the
See MEN, back page
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•Top four teams qualify for CCAA
Tournament.

Saturday’s games:
U.C. Riverside 69, CAL POLY 58
^ Cal Poly Pomona 71, Cal State
Bakersfield 70
“ Chapman College 78, Cal State
Los Angeles 67
i Cal State Dominguez Hills 60,
Cal State Northridge 57

*

WOMEN’S HOOPS
Final standings
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Cal Poly’s Michelle Kiess dismounts the balance beam.

W

Cal Poly P o m o n a ................ 12
Cal State N o rth rid g e ........ 8
C.S. Los Angeles................ 6
Chapman C ollege.............. 5
CAL POLY.......................... 4
U.C. Riverside..................... 4
C.S. Dominguez H ills ......... 3

SATURDAY:
First-round winners play in
final.
Tournament hosted by Cal State
Bakersfield.

Lady Mustangs post
another record score
By Cindy McAndrew

Team.................................

FRIDAY:
CNo. 1 Cal State Bakersfield
vs. No. 4 Cal State Northridge
r No. 2 U.C. Riverside vs. No. 3
Cal Poly.

Tri-meet victory

MEN’S HOOPS
Final standings

Team.............................. .. W
Cal State Bakersfield . . . .. 10
U.C. Riverside................, . . 10
CAL PO LY....................... . . 9
Cal State Northridge . . . , . . 7
C.S. Dominguez Hills . . , ... 7
Chapman College.......... . . . 7
Cal Poly P o m o n a .......... ... 6
C.S. Los Angeles............. . . 0

CCAA
Tournament

L
0
4
6
7
8
8
9

•Top four teams qualify for CCAA
Tournament.

Saturday’s games:
□ U.C. Riverside 66, Cal Poly 65
□ Cal State Northridge 70, Cal
State Dominguez Hills 57
□ Cal State Los Angeles 77,
Chapman College 63

Cal Poly gymnast Mimi Phene
set two school records Saturday
to lead the Lady Mustangs to
victory over Northern Michigan
and Division ll ’s top-ranked
team, Seattle Pacific.
The Lady Mustangs, the na
tion’s No. 4 team, took the
triangular meet with 181.15
points, the highest score the
team has ever achieved. Nor
thern Michigan, ranked sixth in
the nation, placed second with
176.7, while Seattle Pacific plac
ed third with 176.5.
Phene’s first place in the allaround with 37.05 points was
good for a school record, as was
her first in the Hoor exercise at
9.45.
Kim Wells, with a score of
36.4, placed third in the allaround. She also won the balance
beam, usually Cal Poly’s weak
area, with a score of 9.3.
Wells said Seattle Pacific had
some difficulties on the balance
beam. This left a little breathing
room and C'al Poly was able to
take advantage of the weakness.
Mary Kay Humble came in
fifth in the all-around with a
35.45.

The team’s overall score of 46.4
in the floor exercise was their
highest score of the season.
Cal Poly head coach Tim
Rivera said the Lady Mustangs’
performance means they have a

GYMNASTICS
good shot at winning nationals.
They are striving to stay in the
180s for team scoring, he said.
“ The team needs to keep work
ing hard so they know getting in
the 180s was not just a tlukc,’’ he
said. “ We are a 180s team.”
Wells said the team woiked
hard to prepare for Saiiirdav's
meet because Seattle Pacific is a
tough team. It was easier to
compete at home, she said. But
the Western Region champion
ships. to be held at Seaiile
Paeific in March. ma\ he a dilferent story.
“ It’s going to he neck anvl iu\ k
when we compete aeam^i licm
(Seattle Pacific) m the iceionaK.''
said Wells.
The Lady Mustangs wili i'-.oe!
to Sacramento Saimdiiv lor a
meet against Sacramento Sia c
Chico State. U.C. Davis aiivi v al
Polv Pomona.

One-point loss closes Poly’s season
Possible berth in conference tournament not enough incentive for victory
By Floyd Jones
Daily Correspondent

RIVERSIDE — Maybe it was
fatigue — or lack of concentra
tion. But for the Lady Mustangs
Saturday night, it was just plain
depressing.
They dropped the season’s last
game to the U.C. Riverside
Highlanders, 66-65. It was the
final game for seniors Julie Jor
dan and Theresa Smith.
The Lady Mustangs ended the
season with a 4-8 record in the
California Collegiate Athletic
A s s o c ia tio n
p la y .
The
H ighlanders brought
their
CCAA record to 4-8.

Had the Lady Mustangs won,
they would have tied Chapman
College’s 5-7 record, which could
have given them a berth in the

WOMEN’S HOOPS
CCAA tournament being held in
Bakersfield Thursday.
Thursday’s games will pit
regular-season champion Cal Po
ly Pomona against Chapman and
Cal State Northridge against Cal
State Los Angeles.
"I just can’t believe it ended
like this,” said freshman guard
Jody Hasselfield. ‘‘We kept
thinking we had it, and to blow a
lead like that was depressing.”

By halftime the game had been
equally matched, with the Lady
Mustangs going into the locker
room ahead, 33-29. The early
minutes of the second half were
not much different. The Lady
Mustangs held a six-point lead
for four minutes.
The Highlanders consistently
got the ball underneath to center
Debbie Arnold, but Arnold miss
ed her first three chances on
three trips downcourt, letting the
Lady Mustangs move further
ahead, 42-33.
W ith
12:58
le f t,
the
Highlanders had cut the deficit
to four, but Hasselfield nailed a
three-pointer from the top to

widen the gap lo 48-41.
Then, slowly, things started
coming apart for the Lady
Mustangs. Two points from the
Highlanders center, Patti Held,
combined with stolen passes
thrown by Smith and Hasselfield
resulting in Riverside buckets,
closed the score to 48-47 with
10:29 remaining.
Forty seconds later Riverside
guard Monette Miller swatted
another Hasselfield pass and fed
Held for an easy layup, putting
Riverside up 49-48.
Hasselfield gave up seven of
P o ly ’s 23 tu rn o v ers. The
Highlanders turned over 18.
See WOMEN, back page
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Mustangs rally to take conference quad meet
Unknowing mile
relay team puts
the icing on win
^#1
By Rob Lopez
Staff writer

The Cal Poly men’s track and
field team came from behind to

MEN’S TRACK
win a close four-way conference
meet under rainy skies Saturday
afternoon.
The Mustangs defeated Cal
State Bakersfield, Chapman Col
lege and Cal Poly Pomona. They
scored 103 points, with their
toughest competition coming
from Bakersfield, which finished
second with 72 points. Pomona
scored 22 and Chapman only six.
li was the Mustangs’ California
Collegiate Athletic Association
opener.

M

T he
M u stan g s
tr a ile d
Bakersfield by five points with
only two events left. The men
went into the last event, the mile
relay, thinking it was a do-or-die
situation when, in fact, they had
clinched first place in the
previous event.

^mMmm
st

-

»

■
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Head coach Tom Henderson
knew the results but decided not
to pass them on until after the
relay. The Mustangs proved they
can compete under pressure by
winning the event.
“ Our coach told us it would

'•> L

\

'•.'s
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Mark Steuer, Doug Hancock and Chris Craig swept the 800.

BELIEVE
YOUR
EYES

come down to winning the mile
relay,’’ freshman Kreg Kowarsch
said. “ Everybody stuck together.
People started clapping before
the last race. It sent a chill up
and down my spine, it really
pumped me up.’’
Kowarsch used a powerful kick
in the last 100 meters to pass a
Bakersfield runner en route to
victory. The team of Kowarsch,
Mike King, Rich Batiste and
Rudy Huber posted a time of
3:18.10.
Henderson said Kowarsch did
a great job filling in for Brian
Strieff, the No. 1 400-relay run
ner and anchorman of the “ A”
mile relay team. Strieff had to sit
out the mile relay because of
stiffness in his leg.
“ We had some real solid per
formances today, but nothing
spectacular,’’ said Henderson.
“ Given the weather conditions
the team performed well.’’
The Mustangs swept the top
four places in the 5,000 and the
top three in the 800. They also
placed in the top three in the pole
vault despite the strong wind,
which Henderson said was blow
ing directly in the vaulters’ faces.
Sprints — The Mustangs took
third and fourth in the 100.
Huber ran an 11.26 and freshman
Robert DeBorde an 11.55. In the
high hurdles, Kowarsch took se
cond with a time of 15.35. The
Mustangs also placed third,
fourth and fifth in that race.
Huber finished third in the 200
with a time of 22 seconds flat.
Batiste took third place in the
400 with a time of 49.47. Mark
Briggs of Bakersfield won the
distance in a time of 49.25. In the
in term ed iate h u rd les. King
finished first in 53.7 seconds.
Hans Kardel finished fourth with
a timeof 55.4.
Middle Distance — Junior
Chris Craig led the sweep of the
800 with a time of 1:56.L Junior
Mark Steuer was second (1:57.2)
and Doug Hancock third (1:57.3).
Senior all-American Mike Liv
ingston look first in the 1,500
with a time of 3:55.01. Junior
Tim Campbell placed third and
junior Gary Charbonneau placed

fifth in the 15-man field.
Long Distance — Pomona was
the only school entered in the
3,000 steeple chase.
The
Mustangs Erich Ackermann won
the 5,000 with a time of 14:59.8.
Senior Michael Miner, junior
Paul Ghidossi and freshman
Mike Parrott finished second
through fourth, respectively.
Jumps — In the high jump Cal

‘Everybody
stuck together.
People started
clapping ... It
sent a chill up
and down my
spine.’
— Kowarsch
Poly’s Mark Conley placed third,
clearing 6-0. Bakersfield won the
event. Huber finished second in
the long jump, traveling 22-1.
DeBorde finished third with a
jump of 19-5. Conely gave the
Mustangs first place in the triple
jump with a leap of 44-6. Soph
omore Kevin Rankin led the
sweep of the pole vault, clearing
15-6.
Throws — In the shot put,
freshman Casey Gretlein finished
first with a throw of 43-8. Junior
Dave Mosbacher and junior
Scott Jacobsen placed third and
fourth. In the discus, junior
Brant Warren took second with a
launch of 134-11. Mosbacher
finished fourth. In the hammer
throw. Cal Poly’s best finisher
was Jacobsen, who finished third
with a throw of 152-1. But the
Mustangs took first in the jave
lin with Warren’s throw of 193-7.
Relays — The 400-relay team
of Batiste, Strieff, Kowarsch and
Huber won with a time of 42.9
seconds.

HUNGRY, BUT A LL
r/ED UP ?"

Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers

You’ve heard it before: leading edge tech
nology, team involvement and gnw th
opp<irtunities. Fine talk, hut so many
companies claim to he special. We at
Acusón would like the opptirtunity to
show you the difference at our OnCampus Presentation/Demonstration.

Members of technical staff, manufacturing
engineers, product support specialists.

Computer Scientists
Members of technical staff, software en
gineers, applications programmers.

Tire visible difference begins with our
technology; real-time medical imaging
systems that enable physicians to “see"
inside the human body with greater preci
sion and resolution than ever before. It’s
why we’re known as the industry’s “Gold
Standard," a reputation were expanding
through ambitious RiSiD and accelerated
paths from idea to implementation. Dy
namic, young and successful. Acusón is
achievement and excitement you won’t
see elsewhere.

ON-CAMPyS
Presentation/Demonstration;
Wednesday, March 2 — 7-9 p.m.
Snack Bar Building

OSOS ST. SUBS
D E LIV E R S !

Interviews:
Thursday, March 3

But don’t take our word tor it. It you’re a BS,
MS or PhD graduate in one of the following
areas, com e see and believe for yourself.

Please contact your Placement Center for
details or to schedule an interview. Acusón,
1220 Charleston Road, P.O. Box 7393, Mt.
View, CA 94039. Contact: Tina Smith,
E/R. We are an equal opportunity employer.

The Best Sandwiches in town.
OSOS STREET SUBj^ EXP 3/14
SitNOWICHtS
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Win streak continues with shutout

Poly routs Chapman for seventh straight
second in Division II, raised their
record to 7-2 overall and 4-0 in
the California Collegiate Athletic

By John Alexiou
sta ff Writer

The Cal Poly women’s tennis
team dominated Chapman Col
lege, 9-0, to win its fourth con
ference and seventh straight
match Friday afternoon.
The Lady Mustangs, ranked

WOMEN’S TENNIS
Association.
Cal Poly head coach Miguel
Phelps was pleased with the

N

results and wasn’t surprised by
his team winning in straight sets.
“ 1 knew we would kill them,”
said Phelps, who let his less ex
perienced players compete higher
on the ladder. “ It was a blowout
with my lower squad. It just
showed we have a lot of good
players and a lot of depth.”
The Lady Mustangs team is
unique because they have a large
number of players, including a
reserve team.
“ Most of the other teams in
this league are fighting to have
seven players,” said Phelps. “ I’m
sitting here with 15 players and
can put most of them in a match
and feel confident that we’ll hold
our own.”
Case in point: Cal Poly’s No. 6
player, Amy Lansford, faced
Michelle Dobeck, Chapman’s No.
1. Lansford came out on top, 6-1,
6-4.
Tracy Matano, No. 4 for the
Lady Mustangs, easily defeated
Karen Bonnett, 6-0, 6-0. Danica
Armstrong, ranked
seventh,
went up against Chapman’s No.
3 player, Jenny Siebel. Arm
strong won, 6-1,6-0.
In tougher competition. Cal
Poly’s No. 8, Ci-Ci Barbe, scored
against the Panthers No. 4, Chris
Peper, 6-3, 6-1. Lisa Callin, No.
10 on Cal Poly’s ladder, had the

6 - 0 , 6-0 .

k'

T m s ittin g here
w ith 15 players and
can put m ost of
them in a m atch
and feel con fid e n t
th a t w e’ll hold
our own.
— Phelps

:
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Naptime for Ci-Ci Barbe.

No. 6 Amy Lansford defeated Chapman’s No. 1 player.
>•••••<

edge on No. 5 Michelle Cotter,
which translated into a 6-0, 6-1
win.
Laurie Moller and Maria Prietto easily defeated their oppo
nents, both winning in straight
sets, 6-0,6-0.
In doubles competition, Wendy
Elliot and Lansford rolled to an
easy win over Dobeck and Bon
nett, 6-1,6-0.
Cal Poly’s No. 1 player, Vicki
Ranter, and No. 5 Susan Norman
beat Siebel and Peper, 6-0, 6-2.
Cal Poly’s Chris Calandra and
Barbe easily won their match,

T im ely hits
m issin g as
L o n g B each
nips P o ly
By Sherry Wittmann
Staff W riter

After a confident win Friday
against Cal State Long Beach,
the Cal Poly baseball team fell
short Saturday in the second of a
three-game series, 3-2.

BASEBALL
“ W'e had a very eood and
courageous game by our piielier,
Chad Holmes,” said 49ers coaeli
John Gonsalves.
Holmes’ peiformanee was a
vast improsemeni lor Long
Beach, which had allowed 92
walks in the previous 102 inn
ings.
The 49ers controlled the firsi
three innings, scoring all three of
their runs. Cal Poly saw only 10
of its batters come to the plate
during that time.
However, the Mustangs rallied
in the fourth. Second baseman
Joe Rumsey belted a line drive to
center field. Leftfieldcr Todd
Rice followed with a double that
allow ed Rumsey to score.
Another line drive to center by
rig h tfield er Rich Shepperd
brought in Rice to make the
score 3-2.
The inning ended when third
baseman Justin McCray ground
ed to 49ers shortstop Chris Ciill,
resulting in a double play.
The Mustangs had a chance to
score again in the seventh inning
w hen
s h o r ts to p
C h ris
Vodanovich came to the plate
with two outs and the bases
loaded. But he grounded out to
49ers second baseman Mike Lu
jan to end the inning.
“ We didn’t get the big hit
when we needed to,” said Cal Po
ly head coach Steve McFarland.
See BASF-BALL, back page
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SPECIAL ENDS TODAY
AT CALENDAR GIRL

PLYMOUTH

CAREER SEARCH WORKSHOP
HO\N TO FIND
THE RIGHTJOB
NEW CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
RESUMES
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
DRESSING TIPS

PRESEN TED BY

BtS
W,th:

THE HIGH TECH
ADVANTAGE

Sponsored by:

Apple

FREE AND OPEN TO EVERVONE
M « n a M N T S W IL L ■ ■ « I V I « M l i C A R It ll S IA IIC H W O R K R O O M , R IS U M t G U I D I , A N D M U C H M O R I!

General Workshop: Wednesday, March 2: 2:00 pm,
Thursday, March 3:10:00 am & 2:00 pm - University Union Rm. 220

7

GET IN SHAPE FOR SUMMER NOW
WITH 10 daily aerobics classes, circuit
weight training classes, personalized
weight training, stairmaster, areobicycles,
jacuzzi, sauna & more!

CALENDAR GIRL

Complete Fitness For Women
964 Foothill Blvd., University Square 543-3465
*Price does not include membership fee
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Stop fooling around. It’s time to get hardcore about software. With
Microsoft. We have full-time and summer positions imme
diately available so send your resume TODAY!
We’ll give you all the resources you want. Tens of millions
in R&D funding. Along with one of the most elementary tools
for thinking— a door, which leads to your own private office. All
backed by management that truly does speak your language,
because they probably helped write it.
We’re serious about software design. If you are too, then
apply right now for one of these opportunities.

Software Design Engineers
We’re working on everything from compilers, operating systems,
and networking to sophisticated graphics, powerful productivity
software, and more. In fact we’re working on some truly visionary
ideas we can’t even reveal yet. You could be too, if you have pro
gramming experience and a background that includes micro’s,
“ C ” , 8086, 68000, M acintosh" Toolbox, W indow s", UNIX*/
XE N I X " , or MS-DOS®.

Program Managers
Instant responsibility. You select the features, you shape the prod
uct, you design the user interface for new generations of software.
Guide product development from programming through documen
tation and testing. Keep your product at the forefront of technology
by knowing your competition and product trends.
There are opportunities to work with our teams in applica
tions, systems, languages, or CD-ROM. If you’re about to grad
uate with a B.S. in computer science, math or a related major,
we want to talk to you.
Microsoft offers you an opportunity to live and work where
the quality of life is high and the cost of living is low — the beau
tiful Pacific Northwest. Along with amenities such as a health
club membership, workout facilities and parcourse, plus an array
of benefits.
Begin by sending your resume
TODAY to College Relations, Dept.
MB, MICROSOFT CORPORATION,
16011 NE 36th Way, Box 97017, Red
mond, WA 98073-9717. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

H Scrosoñ
♦UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Labs. XENIX and MS-DOS are trademarks of Microsoft Corporation.
®1988, Microsoft Corporation.

____________________________ ________________________________________
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Poly wins every event but one to post 88 points
D .r

I

A p r r t n A r l i n n la p p H c p r n n r i in th f
Aeron
Arlin placed second in the
800, finishing in 2:16.
L ong
D ista n c e — The
Mustangs’ Amanda Marks won
the 3,000 in 10:13.39. Senior
all-American Noreen DeBettencourt placed second in 10:37.40.
In the 5,000 all-American Sherri
Minkler won in 17:20.12. Marks
placed second.
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By Rob Lopez
staff writer

The Cal Poly women’s track
and field team was storming just
like the weather Saturday after
noon.
Cal Poly won a four-way con
ference meet against Cal State
Bakersfield, Chapman College
and Cal Poly Pomona under
rainy skies. It was the Lady
Mustangs’ California Collegiate
Athletic Association opener.

‘We have been
having hard
w o rk o u ts ...
girls are slug
gish by the
time they get
to the track.
— Harter

WOMEN’S TRACK
They scored 88 points. Their
closet competition came from
Pomona, which scored 59.
Bakersfield scored 26 and
Chapman had only two. The
Lady Mustangs dominated the
meet from start to finish.
In every event but one. Lady
Mustangs swept the top two
places. The one exception was
the 100 hurdles, which was won
by G eri C o u r tw r ig h t o f
Bakersfield with a time of 14.37
seconds.
“ It’s amazing,’’ said head
coach Lance Harter. “ Cal Poly
Pomona usually finishes in the
top four or five in the United
States.”
Harter said the younger Lady
Mustangs continue to rise to the
competition. The team was not
even close to full strength
Saturday, he said, pointing out
that changes were made in the
lineup to allow “ B” team com
petitors to step up a notch.
The team has been under a
heavy work load this season.
“ We have been having hard
workouts on Monday and Wed
nesdays and the girls are slug
gish by the time they get to the
track on Saturday,” Harter said.
By late March he will begin to
taper the work loads in prepara
tion for the nationals in May.
Sydney Thatcher said the key
to the win was the rigorous
training.

ASK Le N a n
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Cal Poly high jumper Anne Campbell clears the bar in Saturday’s meet.

victories:
Sprints — Erin Erber won the
200 with a time of 25.9 seconds.
Teena Colebrook, a Division II
record holder in the 800 and
1,500, took third. In the 100
freshman Karen Lawson finished
second in 12.50 seconds. Erber
took fourth. Freshman Gina
Albanese finished first in the 400
hurdles in 62.6 seconds, almost

“ Lance’s program has been
really consistent,” she said. “ It’s
real good. The team is like one
big family, we’re all real good
friends. We always support each
other. Today I could hear
everyone doing the field events
rooting when 1 was running and
we did the same when they were
doing their competitions.”
Now to gloat about Cal Poly’s

four seconds faster than the
second-place finisher. In the 400
Colebrook won in 57.87 seconds
and Karrie Rexford took second
with a time of 61:58.
Middle Distance — Thatcher
placed second in the 1,500 with a
time of 4:34.89, a personal best.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S HAIRCUTTING:

Children’s & Adult

COLORING BOOKS
ACTIVITY BOOKS

SPECIAL
Susan Barrett has ten years ex
perience and guarantees her
work. So take a moment and
make an appointment today with
Susan: 544-1174

SAVE 25%

GOOD THRU MAY 1, 1988

-This WeekThe Best From
Dover Troubador Press

Losing Weight
Can Help Your
Career!
While it isn't "fair,” recent studies
show that on the average, managers
|H?rccivc overweight employees as
being less efficient and less produc
tive than their slender counterparts.
Consec|ucntly, overweight employ
ees are often passed over for im|x)rtant career advancements.
At Diet Center we can help you
itnprove your cor|x)rate image by
helping you to lose excess weight
and keep it off forever. In fact, you
•can lose 13 tt) 25 |x)uiuls in just six
short weeks on the Diet Center Pro
gram. Call or come in today for a free
consultation and find out lu)w we can
help you l(H)k great, feel great and be
successful.
1504 Marsh, SLO
541-DIET
5395 El Camino Real, Atas
466-THIN

ElCbnoJ

Jumps — Lawson outdid
everyone in the long jump with a
leap of 18-6. In the high jump
Kim Fluegal cleared 5-4 1/2,
which was good for second place.
Throws — In the shot put
junior all-American Celeste Pa
quette’s toss of 40-11 3/4 was
good for second place. Freshman
Melissa White took second in the
javelin with a throw of 141-2.
L aurie E delbrock, an other
freshman, took fourth in that
competition.
Relays — The Lady Mustangs
placed second in the 400 relay
with a time of 49.34 seconds. In
the mile relay the Cal Poly “ A”
team finished first with a time of
4:02.2. The “ B” team finished
third and the “ C” team fourth.

COTTONW OOD
385 HIGUERA (Parking In r»ar)

Bookstoie

MARK YOUR CALENDAR'S
FORA
SWEET DEAL
As our treat to you, all Cal Poly students
will receive a 10% discount on Breakfast,
Lunch and Dinner, during the entire month
of February,

(not valid w/ any other offer)

* Banquet facility available for all major
2131 Price St.
Pismo Beach
California 93449

events!
WELCOME HOME!
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RED
CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING M/F
S u m m e r & C a re e r O p p o r tu n itie s
(W ill T ra in ). E x c e lle n t p a y p lu s
w o rld tra v e l. H a w a ii, B a h a m a s ,
C a rib b e a n , e tc .

CALL NOW:

2 0 6 -7 3 6 -0 7 7 5 E x t.

1 77 .J

From pa}{e 1
SAE attempting to calm the
crowd down. Threats of the Un
touchables not performing were
also used, but only made the
crowd more hostile, said Matt
Lepow,
audience
m em ber.
“ That’s when the tables started

breaking.”
The overwhelming solution to
the crowd problem suggested by
those in attendance was advance
ticket sales. If they had sold
tickets in advance, reasoned con
cert-goer Allen Do, who also
waited for two hours to get in to
no avail, they could have told
everyone to go home when it was
sold out.
Rhythm Akimbo member Lit

concert. Police on duty that
night were unavilable for com
ment.

tle said tickets weren’t sold in
advance because of the remote
possibility of the party being
shut down for noise or alcohol
violations. If they were sold in
advance, he said, and then it was
shut down, the refund process
would be too extensive and hard
to regulate.
Cress said that the police
praised SAE for doing a good job
with crowd control outside the

Friday’s police log listed the
following disturbances: a broken
stop sign, an underage drinker, a
DUl, a citation for disturbing
the peace and “ numerous sub
jects drinking in public” within a
one block radius of the Vet’s
Hall.

BAKER

\

y

i®

From page 1
Agriculture said poorly planned
growth might jeopardize fertile
fields near the core that
agriculture students now use for
class projects.
Baker was quick to affirm the
educational value of conveniently
located, arable lands: “ We have
consistently stated that these
(fields) are laboratories just like
an electronics laboratory or a
chemistry
laboratory ... You
ean’t move good, high-quality
land to somewhere else and we
don’t intend to do that.”
Instead, buildings that don’t
need to be located in the academ
ic core — the warehouse, motor
pool and farm shop for example
— will be moved to outlying
areas so the land can be used for
leaching facilities. Baker said.
In fact. Baker said, according
to the master plan, these build
ing are scheduled to be moved.
Another concern shared by
many of the deans is that
growth, if not properly planned,
could hamper student-faculty in
teraction, which is a cornerstone
of a Cal Poly education.
“ Cal Poly has the impression

F. McLintiKk's Saloon
Monday Special
Fiesta Plate

7 im ’

$2.95
733 Higuera Street

M u st a n g D a ily
Name_______________
Campus Club ASI Box #
Street______________
City.
Telephone_____
Social Security #_

-Zip

Ad Starts_____

Times to run

plexity of the many decisions
now facing the administration,
said one underlying principle will
remain firmly in place: “ Good
teaching is what we’re here for,
and helping students learn. And
that’s all we should be doing at a
university. 1 am personally
committed to that, and I have
this administration committed to
that.”

GRADES
From page 1
percentile, he said, and that scale
would be too difficult for most
students.
Stanford and some CSU and
UC campuses, such as U.C.
Berkeley, use the plus/minus
system.
The Business, Agriculture and
Engineering School Councils
have all backed the resolution
against the plus/minus system,
saiid Echeverria. And this week,
he and Chen will be asking the
remaining councils for feedback
and support.
“ I’d like to have students give
feedback to their school coun
cils,” he said, “ so we can have
more (representative) feedback
from the councils on the senate
floor.”

Amount Paid$
Check #
Date

Please Attach Your Check to This Form

AD RATES
Ad runs

may start running on:
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

fl 14 Point Lettering,

$1.10 per line per day
$ 1.00 per line per day
$ .90 per line per day

c o u n t a s 2 lin e s (Max 13 characters per line)

24 POint Lettering, count as 4 Unes (Max 8 characters per line)
X $_

(# of lines)

17 Typing
19 Miscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Share
25 Opportunities
27 Employment
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Equipment

1-3 days
4-5 days
6+ days

To Calculate Cost of Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)

Check appropriate classifìcation:
I Campus clubs
3 Announcement
5 Personals
7 Greek News
9 Events
10 Entertainment
II Lost & Found
13 Wanted
15 Services

“ It’s nearly impossible to keep
equipment for instruction at
state-of-the-art on the current
state budget formulas,” said
Baker.
The Development Office was
established as a means of acquir
ing new equipment by raising
private funds and seeking cor
porate donations. Baker said.
The Benchmark Campaign, set
up to acquire equipment for the
School of Engineering, and ar
rangements made with computer
companies are examples of out
side support achieved through
the Development Office, Baker
said.
“ The sum total of all (dona
tions) is more than we get from
the state (for equipment),” he
said.
Also, Baker said the lottery
has provided some money for
purchasing new equipment. •
Though new facility construc
tion will be funded by general
obligation bonds passed by state
voters, which are outside the
Gann spending limit, funding for
everyday operation is affected.
Baker said.
“ If (the Gann limit) is not
changed, it’s going to be a
mounting problem,” he said,
because the CSU system
“ will
be in the very serious situation of
trading off improvements of
quality against growth.”
Baker, addressing the com

Classified Advertising Order Form

Graphic Arts Biuj, #226 San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-1143

Ads turned in by:
Monday, 10 a.m..............
Tuesday, 10 a.m.............
Wednesday, 10 a.m..........
Thursday, 10 a.m............
Friday, 10 a.m................

of being a small university,” said
Dean Prrilip S. Bailey Jr. of the
S ch o o l
of
S cien ce
and
Mathematics, because there is a
close relationship between stu
dents and faculty.
Baker said size at Cal Poly is
influenced as much by perception
as with actual student enroll
ment.
“ We have 16,000 students
here, and our students think it’s
a small school,” he said. “ 1 think
the reasons that they think it’s a
small school is the way in which
we’re structured.
“ Maybe we won’t endanger
that view and that close rela
tionship” if enrollment is in
creased 10 or 12 percent, he said.
Though enrollment growth
decisions are still down the road,
the administration must face
funding decisions today. And
because of the Gann inititive,
which sets limits on state spen
ding, funding has become a ma
jor concern for Cal Poly as well
as many other universities.
As a polytechnic university.
Cal Poly has a large investment
in equipment that is required to
teach technical majors. And ac
quiring the latest equipment can
cost millions of dollars. Add the
need for additional computers,
office supplies and funds for
faculty development and the ap
pearance is that of a financial
crisis.

33 Mopeds & Cycles
35 Bicycle
37 Automobiles
Roommates
Rental Housing
Homes for Sale
Land for Sale
Religious

=

$.

$_

($ per line) (# of days) (extra charges) Total Amount Due
(see rates above)
(if any-see below)

é Checks Only Please

ÉBoldface $1 Extra ”Per Day”
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By Caroline Boullon
Dual career families are caus
ing an increased need for child
care, and San Luis Obispo resi
dents need to be more aware of
the problem, according to two
p sy c h o lo g y
an d
h u m an
development seniors.
Robin Pledger and Tracy
Marayuna are organizing a cor
porate child care symposium for
Cal Poly students and city resi
dents to increase community
awareness on the growing pro
blem. The symposium will also
fulfill their senior project re
quirements.
In 1984, about one-half of
American working women were

in need of child care, up from 32
percent in 1970.
S tatistic s
show
w orking
women, single and double-parent
working households to be on the
rise. Companies are responding
to the needs of these families
because “ women in this genera
tion are the first ones to feel that
their career is as important as
th e ir
h u s b a n d ’s , ”
said
Marayuna.
In her book, “ Employer-Sup
ported Child Care: Investing in
Human
Resources,’’ Sandra
Burud states 60 percent of ail
American families are dual career
families, single-parent families
have doubled over the past de
cade and only 11 percent of the
American population have a

“ traditional family,’’ where the
father is the breadwinner or sole
provider. In addition, women are
working for economic reasons.
Two-thirds of women are single
or married to men who earn less
th a n
$ 1 0 ,0 0 0
per
y e a r.
“ Economically, women can’t af
ford to stay home,’’ Maruyana
said.
The San Luis Obispo area
needs to be made aware of cor
porate child care, said Pledger.
“ Corporate child care is where
employees take part in meeting
employees’ child care needs’’ by
providing a child care facility on
or near the site of employment —
“ to me, it’s the way of the
future,’’ said Marayuna.
Pledger said, “ It’s a new career

11
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Dual careers are increasing child care needs
sta ff Writer
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opportunity for business and
human development majors.
Who should be concerned with
corporate child care? Anyone
who’s considering having a fami
ly should be concerned.’’
Consortiums — three or four
businesses getting together to
“ have a centrally located child
care facility’’ — are also on the
rise, said Maruyana. A new city
ordinance in San Francisco says
new business parks, hotels or
large corporations must provide
square footage for child care or
put money into a child care fund
for employees. So, businesses
pool resources to form a consor
tium. “ It’s a lot cheaper,’’
reported Marayuna. An example
of a consortium near San Fran
cisco is Hacienda Business Park
in Pleasanton.
Benefits of CCC to employers
are r e te n tio n
o f q u a lity
employees and increased produc
tion “ because if you keep your
employees happy they’ll be more
productive,’’ said Pledger. Also,
absenteeism
is cut
back,
employee turnover is lower, it’s
an asset for recruitment and
company morale is boosted
because “ the idea is ‘you scratch
my back and I’ll scratch yours’
and commitment and motivation
are higher,’’ Pledger said.

From page 4
said Rosenthal. Finances are not
the most important status for
Soviets. Access to travel is their
reward, but this is usually
reserved for male scientists. Al
though the work force is payed
the same regardless of sex, the
male is apt to move up faster,
said Rosenthal.
Rosenthal, who has traveled to
the U.S.S.R., said a modern
Soviet complaint, besides female
injustice, was that everyone
watched television too much and
hardly knew their neighbors.
Here, the audience surmised the
same about Americans.
Other examples of likeness in
the film included Soviets going
to single clubs, said Rosenthal.
Another scene from the movie
showed a teen-age daughter
wearing a set of headphones
listening to music while her
mother was trying to get her at
tention. Another resemblance
between cultures showed a Rus
sian woman pinching her hus
band’s stomach at a barbecue
picnic exposing his extra weight.

Benefits to employees include
less Stress and worry because
they know their child is in safe
hands. CCC is safer for children
because it helps eliminate the
“ latch key’’ syndrome.
The symposium will attempt to make city residents more aware of the importance of corporate child care.

The symposium will be held
March 5 from 9:30 to 4:30 in
U.U.220.

CLASSIFIED

ACCOUNTING CLUB
MEETING
TUES AT 11:00 RM 214-02
All DFA
Brunch March 5th
Interns will
Speak. Info,
on DFA Board

AMA INTRODUCES GUEST SPEAKER
RAYMOND KOMAR-KOMAR MARKETING
TUES MAR 1 11 AM ARCH 225___________

AMA MEMBERS! DON’T MISS THE
INSTALLATION BANQUET SAT 3/5
SIGN UP AT MTG 3/1

SUNGLASSES!! 9 major brands, all
styles. 10% off with a Cal Poly ID.
VUARNET,BUCCI,OAKLEY,SKI-OPTICS
RAYBAN,HOBIE,GARGOYLE,SUNCLOUD
MAUI JIMS.AND REVOS. THE SEA
BARN AVILA BEACH!! OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK_________________________________
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLAS
SIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE.

WIN PRIZES!
U PICK THE
OSCAR WINNERS

AM/VBusiness Council Clock Tower

5K FUN RUN

SUNDAY MARCH 6th Pre-reg at 8:30 am
Race time 10am $6adv-$8DOR Many
prizes to be awarded; free race
T-shirt Sign up in Business Bldg.___________

BASKETBALL FREE THROW SHOOTOUT
Thursday, March 3 5pm in the main
gym. M&W Divisions. Sign up UU118______

TODAY ONLY!

FOURTH ANNUAL LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE TRADE SHOW
9AM-3:30PM CHUMASH
FREE-EVERYONE INVITED!

Ballots at UU info desk.

AMERICAN MARKETIN(^ASSOCIATION
HAS-SOMETHING FOR EVERYONEGUEST SPEAKERS,PROFESSIONAL
TOURS AND EVENTS, SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES AND MOREIEXPERIENCE
AMA AND MEET NEW PEOPLE EVERY

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD...?

BRAVE NEW WORLD

TUES 11AM ARCH 225
ALL MAJORS WELCOME________________
GAYS/LESBIANS
FOB 24B TUES 7PM

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
‘A FRIEND FOR LIFE’
CRAFT FAIR TIME IN THE CRAFT
CENTER. Display your crafts, wares,
cookies, etc, in the lost city of
the Mayas Craft Fair. Entry forms
in your UU Craft Center UU111
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS
Rent X-Cskis, boots and poles for
$7.50/wknd. or only $15.00 for a
week. The Escape Route is the
Place to rent great equipment!!!____________
HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY ROBIN!
You are a great roommate!
LOVE, JENNIFER
PS Are mice contagious?
PPS Are you going to visit
your ID in fake ID heaven?

SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
MEETING: 6PM TUES MARCH 1
SPEAKER: GLYNESS STONE FROM
TECHMEDICA
TOPIC: BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING

TODAY ONLY!

FOURTH ANNUAL LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE TRADE SHOW
9AM-3-.30PM CHUMASH
FREE-EVERYONE INVITED!

ASI ELECTIONS

CANDIDATE FILING PERIOD;
OPENS: FEB 29...CLOSES: MAR 11

CHECK IT OUT!
It’s National
Nutrit. Month
Free Nutrinfo
UUPIaza 11-lpm

PRIDE OF THE
UNION

HAVE YOUR SKIS READY
WHEN YOU ARE
$12 Includes P-tex work, edges
sharpened,hand hot wax & more.
Free pick up & delivery to your
doorstep in SLO or Los Osos. Call
Ted or Mike 7 days a week at

....It’s Coming

MARCH 7-9

528-2117._________________________
SPSE LOGO PARTICIPANTSt

you submitted a Iom design
ihe Sohgptirf Prafeesional

ADVENTURES IN
'^V^kV-ilv

, "fi'*

“• ).,■

'DIRTY DANCING’ BY CATALINA
772-5809 SHE STRIPSI36C-24-34.

Central Coast editing services.
Would your term paper, journal
article, or thesis benefit from
professional editing? For details
on our full range of editing
services, please call 688-9791.
PROGRESSIVE RESUMES
Professional Quality
by DreamScape Designs 541-6234
(formerly ‘Use ’R’ Computers’)
TANTALIZING TELEGRAMS features
Bikini grams, singing telegrams,
and more monthly specials 543-7659

HEY ARCHS. OH

CM,CRP,ARCH,AND OF COURSE LAWE DARE YOU TO COME TO THE
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
TRADE SHOW 9-3:30 TODAY IN
CHUMASH-PROVE YOURSELVES! -LA
NEW POSTER PENS ARE IN NOW!!!
Make great,colorful posters at
the craft center. 8 colors for U!

PROFESSIONAL
SKI TUNING

at THE SWEET SPRINGS SALOON in
Los Osos Thurs, Mar 3 9-?

ACADEMIC Word processing. $1.50/
pg. Marcy 541-4214________________
Exp Typist $1.50pg also available
Editing by Pub. Author 543-3764
EXP Typist with LASER PRINTER
Will also format & laser print
from your IBM comp disc 544-7676
Experienced Cal Poly Typist 543-0550

ASSISTANT ENGINEER
PRECAST PRESTRESSED CONC.MFGR.
LOCATED IN VISALIA, CA SEEKS
ARCH. ENGR. GRAD TO FILL
CURRENT OPENING. SEND RESUME
TO L A. COMTON GROUP,
PO BOX 1487 VISALIA, CA 93279

$150 1or2 FEM
Avail. Now lOmin to Poly
please call 541-1871

1 F/M ROOMMATE WANTED
OWN ROOM IN 2 BEDROOM CONDO
AVAILABLE SPRING QUARTER
CALL 546-9283
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO
SHARE ROOM IN HOUSE 2 BLOCKS
FROM CAMPUS 543-5119
1 M/F ROOMMATE WANTED, OWN ROOM
IN NICE CONDO CLOSE TO POLY
CALL BRIAN 544-9265 SPRING QTR
2 FEM RMMTS NEEDED SPG QTR SHARE
RM IN TWNHSE CLS TO POLY 544-5295
A FEM ROOMIE TO SHARE-TOWNHSE
Fully Furn - W/D,DA/V,M I C R O +
SP QTR-^ RENT NEGOT! 543-6340
BEAUTY OF A HOUSE! 1 or 2 fern to
sublet for spring/summer. Near
town, all luxuries! 175/mo to
share. Call evenings 543-8549 MUST
SEE!
Christian male rmmt Spring Qtr,
walk to Poly 152 month 544-7951
FEM RMMT SPRING QUARTER
$167.50/MO NEXT TO CAMPUS
CALL 544-8506
FM RMMT NEEDED OWN RM PINECREEK
LOTS OF EXTRAS 544-0841 SARAH

CARPET INSTALLER NEEDED-60 YARDS
near Poly 541-0185 after 4pm_____________
Douglas Ranch Camps-Hiring
Counselors/lnstructors for summer
in Carmel Valley. Mon 3/7 See
Placement Center.
FLAIR FOR COLOR? National Decorat
ing Firm seeking career oriented
pro fe ssio n a ls.
T ra in in g .
773-0804
GENERAL COUNSELORS, STRONG SWIM
MERS, WATERSKIING HELPFUL.
EQUESTRIAN. WESTERN OR ENGLISH
MUST BE PROFICIENT. FOOD-PREP
WE TRAIN. NO SMOKING. JUNE 19th
thru AUGUST 20th. K ARROW CAMP
CO-ED, 11400 HWY 108, JAMESTOWN,
CA 95327 PH. (209)984-3925 befor 5pm
LIFEGUARDS,City of Morro Bay. 3
positions open for ’88 Summer Season
Applications may be obtained from
City Personnel Office, 595 Harbor St
Morro Bay, CA 93442 or call (805)
772-1214. Final filing date: Thurs.
May 12, 1 9 8 8 . __________________________
STIMULATING AND REWARDING SUMMER

M rmmt nd 2 shr room in turn apt.
4 spr qtr $100/mo Fred at 541-3582
M/F own rm in Ig CLEAN house wash
/dry Micro av Mar 15 $225 543-4846
OWN ROOM 250/MO dishwsher pool furn
ished Avail immed. 541-1025 Niel_________
OWN ROOM SPRING QUARTER
LOCATED JUST BEHIND HEALTH CTR
$234/MO CALL ROB 544-0582____________
Private room $240mo Extras 544-0557
SHARE MASTER BED/BATH IN HOUSE
AT LAGUNA LAKE $250MO/PERSON
CALL 541-0994 MANY EXTRAS

100 POSITIONS OPENING AT RIVER
WAY RANCH CAMP,RATF.D ONE OF THE
BETTER CAMPS IN THE U S. NEAR
SEQUOIA NATL. PARK. COUNSELORS,
INSTRUCTORS, AND MORE.ON CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS, MARCH 9,1988
SEE PLACEMENT CENTER
FOR LOCATION AND SIGN UPS.
Want to spend the summer in the
High Sierras working with child
ren? Walton’s Grizzly Lodge will be
interviewing on March 2. For ap
plication write Bob Stein 4009
Sheridan Ct Auburn CA 95603 Phone
(916) 823-9260

2 persons needed to take over 1
bed apt lease, fully furn,free
utilities,Close to Poly 549-9616
MASTER BED w/Bathrn modem Laguna
Lake house,Laundry,Garage,Lg. yard
male/female,single or share 370 00
month avail aprox 3/1 543-7665
Room for Rent own Rm w/bath in
SLO for sp/sum for only 200 mo
call James 541-5942

COMODORE 64K w/ Inous GT Turbo
disc dr Modem FLIGHT SIM; HELO;
SIM; Paperclip wp;spreadsheet;
database $250 obo Brad 549-9274

’82 INDIAN MOPED 4 stroke engine
GREAT CONDITION CALL 544-2459

FAST ACCURATE TYPING $1.50/PG
PLEASE CALL VICTORIA 541-8493
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),LASER PRINTER w/100-l-type fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE

’84 26”CENT 10 SPD $75 541-8732
FREE Condos & Homes for sale infor
mation packet available on campus
Call Marguerite Century 21 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL THE AFFORDABLE
HOUSES & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO.
CALL STEVE NELSON-543-8370-LEAVE
A MESSAGE-FARRELL SMYTH,INC.

V/W RABBIT!

LOOKS GREAT! SPORTED UP!

White,.dieftei,
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WOMEN

MEN

From page 5
Throughout the second half,
the Lady Mustangs were limited
to cro ss-co u rt passes and
perimeter shots. Meanwhile, the
Highlanders took advantage of
an overplaying defense and con
tinued to get the ball in low.
The next seven minutes were
bucket answering bucket, tur
nover for turnover.
With 2:33 left and Riverside
leading 63-60, Smith turned on
the heat with a 10-footer, a steal
at halfcourt and an assist to
Hasselfield. Hasselfield scored
off the pass, adding to her
'jamc-high 21 points and giving

the Lady Mustangs a 64-63 lead.
With 51 seconds to go. Cal Po
ly forward Cindy Morris was
fouled in the key. Her first free
throw went, the second missed.
The Lady Mustangs stayed in
their full-court press, but the
Highlanders got the ball inside to
Held, who missed. However, Ar
nold grabbed the rebound and
banked it in to tie the score at 65.
Setting up the offense with 28
seconds remaining. Smith threw
a routine pass into empty space,
a void left by Jordan’s sudden
cut for the bucket. Riverside re
tained possession on the tur
nover.

BASEBALL
From page 7
The loss drops Cal Poly’s
record to 9-6, but that doesn’t
worry McFarland.
“ I’m not looking as much for
the win-loss as I am for consis
tent play,’’ he said.
Rice led the Mustangs with

two hits and one RBI. The
Mustangs logged eight hits,
while starting pitcher Lee Han
cock allowed the 49ers 12 hits.
The Mustangs begin California
Collegiate Athletic Association
play Tuesday at Cal Poly
Pomona. Game time is 2:30 p.m.

With six seconds left. Poly’s
Morris fouled Held, sending her
to the line. Held sank the first
free throw. The second bounced
off the rim and waiting hands
and bodies until the buzzer
sounded.
“ 1 think what killed us were
turnovers in the middle of the
game,” said Hasselfield. “ We
dropped the intensity level a lit
tle bit. We allowed them to get
back in the game.”
Said Smith: “ We didn’t take
advantage of our steals. We just
started letting them back.”
Hasselfield said playing with
only seven players all season has
been difficult — that it has been
physically draining. The Lady
M ustangs had fallen into
momentum swings all season.
“ It’s physically impossible to
run at 100 percent for 40
minutes,” Hasselfield said.
Editor’s note: Riverside’s ex
ceptionally fine senior guard,
Chris Lambrose, closed her col
legiate career with eight points.

From page 5
half, the Highlanders launched a
few three-pointers, all of which
bounced away and fell into
Mustang hands. The Mustangs
didn’t exploit the failed threepointers with buckets of their
own, but held the lead until
halftime.
The Mustangs came out hard
in the second half, but so did the
Highlanders.
In the first five minutes.
Riverside outscored Poly 11-6 to
tie the game at 42.
Then it happened. It was in the
back of everyone’s mind, and
then it happened. With Riverside
ahead, 51-49, and 9:38 to go, the
speakers crackled and the gym
fell silent: “ The final score of the
Bakersfield-Pomona
game ...
Pomona 71, Bakersfield 70.”
Both sets of fans burst into a
roaring cheer. This game sud
denly took new meaning.
But the Highlanders must
have gotten more adrenalin than
the Mustangs. The Mustangs

began scratching for whatever
points they could get, missing
three-point shots and failing to
score twice underneath off offen
sive rebounds.
Riverside went into the 45second stall with 1:58 on the
clock and the score 64-58. Chris
Jackson drained a three-pointer
to extend the Highlanders’ lead.
Otta missed a final three-point
try, and with 48 seconds left the
Highlanders Maurice Pullam
broke for a final layup.
“ When they called out the
Bakersfield scores it got both
teams pumped,” said Cal Poly
freshman forward Coby Naess,
who had 10 points. “ We wanted
to win really bad after the
Bakersfield score, but their shots
went in and ours didn’t.”
Said Riverside head coach
John Masi: “ I’ll be honest. 1 was
waiting for that score. Our work
ethic lagged in the first half. We
were reeling from Thursday’s
(loss to Bakersfield), maybe feel
ing a little sorry for ourselves.”

PLYMOUTH
CAREER SEAffiH WORKSHOP
HOW TO HND
THE RIGHTJOB

ÏSIAURANTV LOUNGE

NEW CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
RESUMES
INTERVIEW TECHNIQUES
DRESSING TIPS

CORONA &
MARGARITA NIGHT
-TUESDAYS-

PRESENTED BY

CARETS

$1.50 Coronas & Margaritas

W ith:

THE HIGH TECH
ADVANTAGE

Sponsored by:

All Night Long...!
NIGHTLY DANCING TOO!

Apple

WEEK NITE HAPPY HOUR 3-7 PM
2 for 1 Well Drinks, House Wine, & Draft Beer
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES

2757 SHELL BEACH RD., PISMO BEACH

EE AND OPEN TO EVERYONE

M K T IC IM N T S W ILL RCCEIVE A FREE CAREER SEARCH W O RKR O OK , RESUME GUIDE, AND MUCH MORE!

General Workshop: Wednesday, March 2: 2:00 pm,
Thursday, March 3:10:00 am & 2:00 pm - University Union Rm. 220

773-1200

‘A P I M T O
( OR SPRING INTO LEAP?)
Today only - February 29th - We're having a leap
year celebration at the Campus Store. Let free samples
provided by Lauren's Cookies, San Luis Sourdough,
Pacific Beverage, and Cal Poly's world famous Ollalieberry
^ Jam leap into your mouth. Also check out the spring line
of new plants from Ornamental Horticulture.
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